
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of pricing / inventory.
To join our growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications.

Responsibilities for pricing / inventory

Extracts data from the all sources available of record using SQL or other
methods to perform analytics that result in actionable solutions based off of
business initiatives
Demonstrates flexibility and resilience in response to obstacles, time
restraints and adversity
Communicates results of analysis effectively to executive management to
drive key decisions
Be the business expert on all things pricing related and be pro-active in
making recommendations to help develop pricing strategy
Pricing & Inventory
Work with P&I team to improve yield and maximise revenue and support the
management of EMEA buyouts via the online calendar
Support the team build pricing packages on new and existing propositions
for the sales team to take to market
Deliver weekly inventory and monthly KPI reporting across the ad sales
business
Regular communication of inventory and product updates, while minimising
risk and suggesting proactive solutions to issues which arise
Investigate and resolve delivery/performance issues on both programmatic
and direct deals, including the monitoring of delivery with key advertising
campaigns and optimise where necessary

Qualifications for pricing / inventory

Example of Pricing / Inventory Job Description
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Ideal candidate would have an MBA or advance degree in finance,
engineering or other quantitative areas and degrees
Multiple years’ experience in product management, inventory management
or pricing
Demonstrated ability to partner with multiple teams and lead by influence,
including the delivery of cross functional projects
Decisive sense of customer obsession, always putting the customer first, even
if this might put a risk to a personal goal
Excellent working knowledge of Microsoft Office software and SQL
knowledge a plus
Knowledge of additional EU languages desirable (French, German, Italian or
Spanish) but not essential


